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The five-band Hubbard model for a d band with one electron per site is a model which has very interesting
properties when the relevant ions are located at sites with high ~e.g., cubic! symmetry. In that case, if the
crystal-field splitting is large, one may consider excitations confined to the lowest threefold-degenerate t2g
orbital states. When the electron hopping matrix element ~t! is much smaller than the on-site Coulomb inter-
action energy (U), the Hubbard model can be mapped onto the well-known effective Hamiltonian ~at order
t2/U) derived by Kugel and Khomskii ~KK!. Recently we have shown that the KK Hamiltonian does not
support long-range spin order at any nonzero temperature due to several novel hidden symmetries that it
possesses. Here we extend our theory to show that these symmetries also apply to the underlying three-band
Hubbard model. Using these symmetries we develop a rigorous Mermin-Wagner construction, which shows
that the three-band Hubbard model does not support spontaneous long-range spin order at any nonzero tem-
perature and at any order in t/U—despite the three-dimensional lattice structure. The introduction of spin-orbit
coupling does allow spin ordering, but even then the excitation spectrum is gapless due to a subtle continuous
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ization studies of finite clusters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The transition-metal oxides have been the source of many
fascinating physical phenomena such as high-temperature
superconductivity,1 colossal magnetoresistance,2 half-
metallic perovskites,3 and orbiton physics.4–6 These surpris-
ing and diverse physical properties arise from strong corre-
lation effects in the 3d bands. As a first step towards a better
understanding of these systems, there is much recent interest
in the magnetic properties of transition-metal oxides with
cubic ABO3 structure, where three d orbitals are
degenerate4,5 ~see inset to Fig. 1!. In cubic oxide perovskites,
the crystal field of the surrounding oxygen octahedra splits
the d orbitals into a twofold-degenerate eg and a threefold-
degenerate t2g manifold. In most cases, these degeneracies
are further lifted by a cooperative Jahn-Teller ~JT! distortion4
and the low-energy physics is well described by an effective
superexchange spin-only model.7–9 However, some cubic
perovskites, such as LaTiO3, do not undergo a significant JT
distortion, in spite of the orbital degeneracy.12 We will
mainly consider the simplest ‘‘idealized’’ version of this
model, in which the magnetic ions occupy sites whose local
site symmetry is at least tetragonal. In these systems, the
effective superexchange model must deal with not only the
spin degrees of freedom but also the degenerate orbital de-
grees of freedom.4,5,13 The large degeneracy of the resulting
ground states may then yield rich phase diagrams, with ex-
otic types of order, involving a strong interplay between the
spin and orbital sectors.5,10,11
In the titanates, there is one d electron in the t2g degen-
erate manifold, which contains the wave functions ux&
[dyz , uy&[dxz , and uz&[dxy . We will refer to ux& , uy&, and
uz& as ‘‘flavors.’’ Following Kugel and Khomskii ~KK!,13 one
starts from a Hubbard model with on-site Coulomb energy U
and nearest-neighbor ~NN! hopping energy t. For large U,
this model can be reduced to an effective superexchange
model, which involves only NN spin and orbital coupling,
with energies of order e5t2/U . This low-energy model has
been the basis for theoretical studies of the titanates.6,13–15 In
particular, it has been suggested14 that the KK Hamiltonian
gives rise to an ordered isotropic spin phase and that an
energy gap in the spin excitations can be caused by spin-orbit
interactions.15 However, these papers are based on assump-
tions and approximations which are hard to assess.
FIG. 1. A schematic view of the splitting of the fivefold orbitals
under cubic crystal field. The transition metal is located at the cen-
ter of the oxygen octahedron.
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Recently16 ~this will be referred to as I! we have presented
rigorous arguments which show several unusual symmetries
of the KK Hamiltonian. Perhaps the most striking symmetry
is the rotational invariance of the total spin of the electrons in
a-flavor orbitals in each plane perpendicular to the a axis.
As reported previously in I, this symmetry implies that the
system does not support long-range spin order at any non-
zero temperature, despite the underlying three-dimensional
lattice structure. Inclusion of a spin-orbit interaction destroys
the independent rotational invariance of the spin associated
with each orbital. Although long-range order at nonzero tem-
perature occurs when this perturbation is included, the spin
system still possesses enough symmetry that the excitation
spectrum remains gapless.8,9,17 ~This conclusion might be
surprising, because once spin-orbit interactions are included,
the system is expected to distinguish directions relative to
those defined by the lattice.! The purpose of the present pa-
per is to extend the theory for the KK model presented in I to
the underlying three-band t2g Hubbard model and to elabo-
rate further on the consequences of these results.
Briefly this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
introduce the Hubbard model, which forms the starting point
for ‘‘idealized’’ treatments of these systems, and we discuss
the KK Hamiltonian which is its by-product. In Sec. III we
derive the symmetry results both on the original Hubbard
model and also on the KK Hamiltonian, which are central to
most of our arguments. In Sec. IV we give the details of the
Mermin-Wagner construction, which enables us to rigorously
conclude that this model does not support long-range order.
In Sec. V we show how these unusual symmetries lead to a
dramatic simplification in the numerical determination of the
ground state of a cube of eight sites governed by the KK
Hamiltonian. In Sec. VI we give a symmetry analysis which
shows that even in the presence of spin-orbit interactions the
excitation spectrum must have a gapless Goldstone mode. In
Sec. VII we summarize our work. Our major conclusion is
that to understand real physical systems, such as LaTiO3,
which do show long-range spin order and which do have a
gap in their elementary excitation spectrum, it is crucial to
include perturbations which destroy the symmetries de-
scribed here.
II. HAMILTONIAN
The system we treat is a simple cubic lattice of ions with
one electron per ion in a d band. Following the seminal work
of Kugel and Khomskii,13 we describe this system by a Hub-
bard Hamiltonian HH of the form
HH5(
ia
e˜aNa~ i !1(
i j (abs tab~ i , j !cias
† c jbs
1
1
2 (i (ab UabNa~ i !Nb~ i !, ~1!
where cias
† creates an electron in the orbital labeled a in spin
state s on site i and Na(i)5(scias† cias , e˜a[ea
2(Uaa/2), where ea is the crystal field energy of the a
orbital and tab(i , j) ~which we assume to be real! is the
matrix element for hopping between orbital a of site i and
orbital b of site j. Note that ta ,b is zero if either aÞb or if
a5b is the inactive axis and otherwise it assumes the value
t. Here we also have generalized the model so that instead of
a single Coulomb energy U, we now introduce Ua ,b , the
direct Coulomb interaction between electrons in orbitals a
and b on the same site. Note that this Hamiltonian does not
include the somewhat smaller Coulomb exchange terms.18,19
@We write HH in the above form to emphasize that apart from
the hopping term, the Hamiltonian is a function of Na(i).#
We assume that the crystal field splits the five orbital d states
into three low-energy t2g states, dyz[ux&, dxz[uy& , and
dxy[uz& , and that the two other eg states have high enough
energy that we can neglect their presence ~Fig. 1!. This struc-
ture is consistent with tetragonal or higher site symmetry.
~For strictly cubic site symmetry the higher two states form a
degenerate doublet and the lower three states a degenerate
triplet. For lower-than-cubic symmetry the degeneracy in en-
ergy of the states is removed but, as long as the symmetry is
tetragonal or higher, the wave functions are those listed.! We
confine our attention to the wide class of materials in which
hopping between magnetic ions is mediated by intervening
oxygen ions. In that case, following KK, we note that the
hopping matrix tab between NN’s is diagonal in orbital in-
dices and also taa50 if the NN bond lies along the a axis,
which has been called18 the ‘‘inactive’’ axis for a hopping.
Later on we will discuss modifications caused by farther-
than-nearest-neighbor hopping via oxygen ions. The symme-
try of the NN hopping matrix is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note
that these symmetries only hold for tetragonal or cubic site
symmetry. They are broken by a rotation of the oxygen oc-
tahedra.
When t!U , KK reduced the above Hubbard Hamiltonian
at lowest order in t/U to an effective Hamiltonian for the
manifold of states which remain when U→‘ . We will call
this Hamiltonian the KK Hamiltonian, and it will be denoted
HKK . This Hamiltonian can be regarded as a many-band
generalization of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, which is ob-
tained from the single-band Hubbard model with one elec-
tron per site, for which the exchange constant is J54t2/U .
To make the analogy with the Heisenberg model more appar-
ent, the KK Hamiltonian is often written in terms of spin
variables as
HKK5e(^
i j&
Ji j@11sisj# , ~2!
where Si[ 12 si is the vector spin operator for an electron on
site i, ^i j& indicates that the sum is over pairs of nearest-
neighbor ions, e5t2/U , and the exchange ‘‘constant’’ is now
an orbital operator written in terms of spinless fermion op-
erators as
Ji j5 (
aÞi j (bÞi j aia
† aiba jb
† a ja , ~3!
where aia
† creates an electron in orbital ua& on site i ~of either
spin! and aÞi j means that we sum a over the values x, y,
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and z, except for the value of a which corresponds to the
coordinate direction of the bond i j , which is the inactive axis
for orbital a .
For our purposes it is more convenient to write HKK
5Hx1Hy1Hz , where
Ha5e (
^i j&Pa
(
b ,gÞa
(
s ,h
cibs
† cighc jgh
† c jbs , ~4!
where ^i j&Pa means that the sum over pairs of nearest
neighbors is restricted to those for which ri j is along an a
axis. It should be clear that HKK will inherit whatever sym-
metries which are present in HH , although additional sym-
metries are to be expected. For instance, one can regard the
elimination of states in which any site is doubly occupied as
resulting from a canonical transformation which eliminates
such states.20 Such a program can be carried out for the
single-band Hubbard model, even when it is not at half
filling.21 The important point is that whatever rotational sym-
metries we uncover in HH should apply also to HKK . On the
other hand, the conservation law that each site has a single
electron will only hold for HKK because it is precisely the
double-occupancy sites which have been eliminated by the
canonical transformation.
III. HIDDEN ROTATIONAL SYMMETRY
Previously in I ~Ref. 16! we pointed out several unusual
symmetries of the effective Hamiltonian HKK . Here we ex-
tend our analysis to the underlying Hubbard model. It is
useful to rewrite HH to display explicitly the form of the
hopping matrix element:
HH5(
ias
e˜aNa~ i !1t(
i j
8 (
aÞi j (s cias
† c jas
1
1
2 (i (ab UabNa~ i !Nb~ i !, ~5!
where the prime on the sum over i and j limits this sum to the
case when these sites are nearest neighbors of one another.
First we show that the total number of electrons in a
orbitals in any chosen plane of sites perpendicular to the a
axis is conserved. For that purpose we note that the only
operator which changes the occupancy of orbital states is the
hopping term T, where
T5t(
i j
8 (
aÞi j (s cias
† c jas . ~6!
Electrons in an a orbital may hop only to another a orbital.
Thus, the total number of a electrons ~by this we mean elec-
trons in a orbitals! is a good quantum number.19 Further-
more, hopping between a orbitals can only take place within
the same a plane—i.e., within the same plane perpendicular
to the a axis, which is the inactive axis for a-flavor elec-
trons. Thus, the total number of a electrons in each a plane
is a good quantum number, so that the operator Na(a0) com-
mutes with the Hamiltonian, where
Na~a0![ (
iPa0
(
s
cias
† cias . ~7!
Here the notation iPa0 indicates that i is summed over all
sites in the a plane for which ria5a0, where ria is the a
component of the position of site i. As mentioned, this prop-
erty must be inherited by the KK Hamiltonian, and indeed
one can show this explicitly.16
We now consider the much more general symmetry in-
duced by an arbitrary unitary transformation among spin
states of a given orbital flavor. We consider the effect of the
transformation applied to operators on site i,
cias
† 5(
h
Ushc˜ iah
† ~8!
and
cias5(
h
Ush* c˜ iah5(
h
Uhs
† c˜ iah , ~9!
FIG. 2. Symmetry of the hopping matrix element for cubic site
symmetry. ~a! The hopping matrix between different flavors is zero.
~b! The z axis is inactive for z orbitals.
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where U is an arbitrary two-dimensional unitary matrix and
a is a fixed flavor, the choice of which is arbitrary. Note that
Na~ i !5(
s
cias
† cias5(
shr
UshUrs
† c˜ iah
† c˜ iar
5(
hr
@U†U#rhc˜ iah
† c˜ iar
5(
h
c˜ iah
† c˜ iah5N˜ a~ i !. ~10!
This shows that the first and third terms of Eq. ~5! are invari-
ant under this type of local unitary transformation applied
only to orbital a on site i. The second term will likewise be
invariant under an arbitrary U2 transformation, providing we
transform all operators connected by hopping in the same
way. This means that we set
cibs
† 5(
h
Ush~ i ,b!c˜ ibh
† ~11!
and
cibs5(
h
Uhs
† ~ i ,b!c˜ ibh , ~12!
where U(i ,b) is the unit (232) matrix, unless both b5a
and i is in the given a plane, ria5a0, in which case
U(i ,b)5U, where U is an arbitrary two-dimensional unitary
matrix. Thus we apply the transformation U to all electrons
of a given orbital flavor which are in an arbitrarily chosen
plane perpendicular to the inactive axis for this flavor. To
see what this means, we write the spin operator for
a-electrons in the chosen plane as
Sa~a0!5 (
ria5a0
(
hs
cias
† sshciah[ (
ria5a0
Sia , ~13!
where Sia is the vector spin operator for electrons on site i of
orbital flavor a . Then we conclude that since U is an arbi-
trarily chosen unitary matrix, the above discussion shows
that Sa(a0), the total spin summed over all electrons in or-
bital a which are in any arbitrarily chosen a plane, can be
rotated arbitrarily at zero cost in energy. In other words the
total spin of this orbital flavor in an arbitrarily chosen plane
perpendicular to the inactive axis of this flavor, as well as the
z component of this total spin, is also a good quantum num-
ber. Applying the transformation ~11! and ~12! to the KK
Hamiltonian ~4! we note that, as should be the case, this
Hamiltonian is also invariant under the rotation of the total
spin of all electrons in orbital a in a given a plane.
We now discuss these results. First of all, the KK Hamil-
tonian of Eq. ~2! is somewhat similar to the Heisenberg
Hamiltonian in that it involves the scalar product of spin
operators on different sites. This form guarantees that the
Hamiltonian is invariant under a global rotation of spin. We
have demonstrated a much stronger symmetry, which only
holds because the constant added to sisj in Eq. ~2! is unity.
@Only in this case is it possible to write Eq. ~4! in the alter-
nate form of Eq. ~2!.# Furthermore, had we allowed Coulomb
exchange in the Hubbard Hamiltonian; that is, had we al-
lowed spin exchange in the Coulomb interaction term of Eq.
~5!, then we would have global spin rotation ~just as in the
Heisenberg case!, but we would not have had the invariance
against independent rotations of the spins of each flavor. In
fact, any interaction which allows an electron of one orbital
flavor to convert ~via hopping or some other interaction! into
a different orbital flavor will also clearly invalidate the prop-
erty that allows independent spin rotations for different or-
bital flavors. Probably the most important perturbation which
allows such off-diagonal hopping in orbital flavor is the non-
collinear M -O-M bonding due to the rotation of the MO6
octahedra in real transition-metal oxides. This rotation angle
is 156o in LaTiO3 ~Ref. 12! and therefore it has to be taken
into account in any theory to explain the observed experi-
mental properties of LaTiO3. Similarly, this symmetry is also
destroyed by spin-orbit interactions, Coulomb exchange in-
teractions, hopping between second nearest-neighbor oxygen
ions, and less importantly by direct exchange between
nearest-neighboring Ti ions and by dipolar interactions.
IV. MERMIN-WAGNER CONSTRUCTION
In I we used a Mermin-Wagner construction22 to establish
the absence of long-range spin order due to the KK Hamil-
tonian in three ~or fewer! dimensions, but we did not give
full details of this construction. Here we present such a con-
struction, but obtain a more powerful result by working with
the Hubbard Hamiltonian. Results obtained from the KK
Hamiltonian are only valid to leading order in t/U . By work-
ing with the Hubbard model Hamiltonian, we will establish
these results to all orders in t/U for the Hamiltonian of Eq.
~5!.
The Mermin-Wagner construction relies on the Bogoliu-
bov inequality,23 which is
1
2 ^@@C ,H#2 ,C
†#2&^$A ,A†%1&>kTu^@C ,A#2&u2, ~14!
where ^X& denotes the canonical average of the operator X at
temperature T, @X ,Y #2 is the commutator of X and Y, and
$X ,Y %1 is the anticommutator of X and Y. As we shall see, it
is also crucial to note that
CH[^@@C ,H#2 ,C†#2&.0, ~15!
unless @C ,H#250, in which CH50. To verify this we write
out the expression for CH in terms of the system’s exact
energy eigenstates, un&:
CH5(
n ,m
pn@^nuCum&~Em2En!^muC†un&2^nuC†um&
3^muCun&~En2Em!# , ~16!
with pn5e2bEn/Z , where Z is the partition function,
Z5(
n
e2bEn, ~17!
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and b51/(kT). In the second term of Eq. ~16! we inter-
change the roles of n and m, after which we obtain
CH5(
n ,m
u^nuCum&u2@pn2pm#@Em2En# . ~18!
We have that
@pn2pm#@Em2En#
5Z21e2b(En1Em)/2$2En ,msinh@~bEn ,m/2#%,
~19!
where En ,m5En2Em . Thus the summand in Eq. ~18! is
non-negative. In fact, for CH to be zero, one has to have
^nuCum&50 whenever EnÞEm . In other words, CH is real
and non-negative and can only be zero if the operator C
commutes with the Hamiltonian, a case we will not encoun-
ter here.
For the purposes of this construction we will add to the
Hamiltonian a term conjugate to the magnetization at wave
vector K of electrons in a orbitals, so that we treat the
Hamiltonian
H5HH2
1
2 h(R e
iKR@cRa↑† cRa↑2cRa↓† cRa↓#
[HH2h(
R
eiKRSRaz
[HH2hNSKaz , ~20!
where SRa is the spin operator for the a orbital of site R, as
in Eq. ~13!. We will set the order-parameter wave vector K to
be zero to exclude ferromagnetic long-range order and to be
(p ,p ,p)/a to exclude antiferromagnetic long-range order,
where a is the lattice constant. However, as can be seen later,
we may choose K arbitrarily, in which case our construction
excludes the possibility of long-range order at whatever K is
chosen.
To rule out long-range spin ordering, we apply Eq. ~14!,
taking
Ck5(
R
e2ikRcRa↑† cRa↓ , ~21!
Ak5(
R
ei(k1K)RcRa↓† cRa↑ , ~22!
where R is a lattice site. Note that the operator cRa↑
† cRa↓ can
be identified as SRa
1
, the raising operator for SRa . Then Eq.
~14! gives
(
k
^$Ak ,Ak
†%1&>2kT(
k
u^@Ck ,Ak#2&u2
^@@Ck ,H#2 ,Ck†#2&
. ~23!
Here and below the sum over k is over the N wave vectors of
the first Brillouin zone, where N is the total number of sites.
We have
(
k
^$Ak ,Ak
†%1&5(
k
(
R
(
S
ei(k1K)Re2i(k1K)S
3^$cRa↓
† cRa↑ ,cSa↑
† cSa↓%1&. ~24!
The sum over k gives NdR,S , so that
(
k
^$Ak ,Ak
†%1&5N(
R
^$cRa↓
† cRa↑ ,cRa↑
† cRa↓%1&.
~25!
Here the sum over R consists of a sum of 2N products, each
of which is bounded by unity. Thus we have
2N2>(
k
^$Ak ,Ak
†%1&, ~26!
which gives
N2>kT(
k
u^@Ck ,Ak#2&u2
^@@Ck ,H#2 ,Ck†#2&
. ~27!
Now we evaluate
@Ck ,Ak#25(
R,S
e2ikRei(k1K)S@cRa↑† cRa↓ ,cSa↓† cSa↑#2
5(
R
eiKR@cRa↑† cRa↓ ,cRa↓† cRa↑#2 . ~28!
Using
@AB ,CD#25A$B ,C%1D2$A ,C%1BD1CA$B ,D%1
2C$A ,D%1B , ~29!
we then get
@cRa↑
† cRa↓ ,cRa↓
† cRa↑#25cRa↑
† cRa↑2cRa↓
† cRa↓ ~30!
~which is nothing more than @SRa
1
,SRa
2 #252SRa
z ), so that
^@Ck ,Ak#2&52(
R
eiKRsz~a ,R!52NSKaz . ~31!
For K50 SKa
z is the z component of the spin per site of
a-flavor orbitals and for K5(p ,p ,p)a it is the z component
of the staggered magnetization per site of a-flavor orbitals.
~For general K it is the amplitude of the Fourier component
of the z component of spin of a-flavor orbitals at wave vec-
tor K.! We concentrate on the ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic cases. We have the inequality
1>4kTuSKa
z u2(
k
^Xk&21, ~32!
where Xk is positive real and is given by
Xk5@@Ck ,H#2 ,Ck†#2 . ~33!
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Now we need the double commutator of Ck with H. The
Hamiltonian is the sum of four terms: T1 involving the hop-
ping matrix element t i j
a
, T2 involving the crystal field ener-
gies ea , T3 the on-site Coulomb interaction, and T4 the in-
teraction with the staggered field h.0. Since T2 and T3
depend only on Na(i), one can establish that
@Ck ,T2#25@Ck ,T3#250. ~34!
Also
@Ck ,T4#25h(
R
ei(K2k)RcRa↑† cRa↓ , ~35!
so that
^@@Ck ,T4#2 ,Ck
†#2&5K h(
R
eiKR@cRa↑† cRa↓ ,cRa↓† cRa↑#2L
5h(
R
eiKR^@cRa↑† cRa↑2cRa↓† cRa↓#&
52NhSKa
z
. ~36!
The crucial calculation is the commutator involving T1:
Y k[@Ck ,T1#2
5(
R
e2ikRFcRa↑† cRa↓ , (
S,T,s
ta~S,T!cSas† cTasG
2
,
~37!
where R, S, and T are lattice sites and we dropped terms
involving orbitals other than a since they obviously com-
mute with Ck . Also in this section we set ta(R,S)5ta(R
2S) to denote the hopping matrix element ~assumed to be
nonnegative for convenience! between a orbitals on sites R
and S and we use ta(R)5ta(2R).
We have
Y k5 (
RSTs
e2ikRta~S,T!@cRa↑† cRa↓ ,cSas† cTas#2
5(
RST
e2ikRta~S,T!@cRa↑† dR,ScTa↓2cSa↑† dR,TcRa↓#
5(
Rd
e2ikRta~d!@12e2ikd#cRa↑† cR1da↓ , ~38!
where d is a nearest-neighbor vector. Then
Xk[@@Ck ,T1#2 ,Ck
†#212NhSKa
z
5@Y k ,Ck
†#212NhSKa
z
5(
RSd
eik(S2R)ta~d!@12e2ikd#
3@cRa↑
† cR1da↓ ,cSa↓
† cSa↑#212NhSKa
z
5(
Rd
ta~d!@12e2ikd#@eikdcRa↑† cR1da↑2cRa↓† cR1da↓#
12NhSKa
z
5(
Rd
ta~d!@~e
ikd21 !cRa↑† cR1da↑
1~e2ikd21 !cRa↓† cR1da↓#12NhSSaz . ~39!
According to Eq. ~15! the quantity ^Xk& is real and posi-
tive ~no matter what the value of k) and therefore we can
maintain the inequality ~32! if we replace the sum S, where
S[(
k
1
^Xk&
, ~40!
by a quantity which is less than S. To do that we write
S[(
k
1
2 S 1^Xk& 1 1^X2k& D>(k 2^Xk&1^X2k& . ~41!
This follows from the fact that when a and b are positive,
then a211b21>4/(a1b). Thus
1>8kTuSKa
z u2(
k
@^Xk&1^X2k&#21. ~42!
Here
@^Xk&1^X2k&#/25(
Rd
ta~d!@@cos~kd!21#~^cRa↑† cR1da↑&
1^cRa↓
† cR1da↓&!#12NhSKa
z
. ~43!
Since the quantity on the right-hand side of Eq. ~43! is
positive, we may replace it ~without increasing S) by the
sum of the absolute values of bounds to its terms, so that
finally Eq. ~42! yields
4kTuSKa
z u2<F 1N (k S (d ta~d!@12cos~kd!#
1uhuuSKa
z u D 21G215t/I , ~44!
where
I5
t
N (k S (d ta~d!@12cos~kd!#1uhuuSKaz u D
21
~45!
and we have used the bound
u^cR1da↑
† cRa↑&1^cR1da↓
† cRa↓&u<2C0 , ~46!
where C051. In I we gave the result obtained in an entirely
analogous fashion from the KK Hamiltonian. That result is
valid for the KK Hamiltonian, which itself assumes the va-
lidity of the expansion in powers of t/U . That result could be
obtained here by noting that to lowest order in perturbation
theory in t/U , the left-hand side of Eq. ~46! is given by24
C0;2utu/U . The present result avoids any rigorous discus-
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sion of the validity of the expansion in powers of t/U , but
uses the much cruder bound of Eq. ~46! with C051. In any
event, an entirely analogous construction can be carried out
for the KK Hamiltonian, as discussed in I.
The analysis can now be less formal. We estimate the
quantity I on the right-hand side of Eq. ~45!. For a5z , for
example, we have
(
d
ta~d!@12cos~kd!#52t@22cos~kxa !2cos~kya !# .
~47!
Since the sum over k is dominated by small uku, we may
write
I5AE
0
x0 2k’dk’
k’
2 1BuhuuSKz
z u/t
5A lnF 11 tx02BuhuuSKzz uG , ~48!
where A, B, and x0 are constants of order unity, whose exact
values need not concern us. In all we obtain the bound
uSKz
z u<A8T21/2ulnuhu/tu21/2, ~49!
where A8 is a constant. Obviously, this bound applies also to
any of the other components SKa
m of the spin of any flavor a .
This bound implies that as h→0, we must have uSKam u→0,
for all choices of K, a , and m . Thus we conclude that this
Hubbard model ~and perforce also the KK Hamiltonian ob-
tained from it! cannot support spontaneous long-range spin
order at any nonzero temperature. Our rigorous arguments
have nothing to say about orbital order. However, we believe
that there is no spontaneous long-range orbital order for the
KK model with no spin-orbit interactions.
From the form of the bound we also expect that the lower
critical dimension for the appearance of long-range spin or-
der is d,53. As will be discussed elsewhere,25 this conclu-
sion can also be understood within a renormalization group
analysis.
The above development allows us to make some com-
ments on whether or not there can be spontaneous breaking
of parity symmetry. Note that the average of the quantity on
the right-hand side of Eq. ~39! must be positive. However,
apart from the term proportional to h, this quantity vanishes
for k50 and has a term linear in k. The term linear in k
gives a contribution to ^Xk& of
d^Xk&5i(
Rd
ta~d!~kd!^cRa↑† cR1da↑2cRa↓† cR1da↓& .
~50!
This quantity must be real, but must also go to zero as h
→0, in order that ^Xk& always be positive. If parity is pre-
served, then, of course, ^cRas
† cR1das&5^cRas
† cR2das& and
the term linear in k does vanish. The converse is not quite
proved because the quantity in Eq. ~50! could vanish without
parity being maintained. So this development rules out a
spin-independent breaking of parity. In addition, we remind
the reader that we can choose K arbitrarily, after which the
above argument rules out spontaneous helical spin order.
V. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION
In this section we show that the hidden symmetries dis-
cussed above are very useful in simplifying the exact nu-
merical studies of small clusters. Such cluster studies are
very important, because they provide a way of checking ana-
lytical results and also give insight into the nature of the
ground state when there is no long-range order. The main
problem in such studies of finite clusters is usually the large
matrix sizes that have to be diagonalized. For example, to
treat the KK Hamiltonian for a cube of eight sites requires
the diagonalization of a matrix of dimensionality 68’1.7
3106. Since the KK Hamiltonian is rotationally invariant,
one can obtain the full spectrum by working within the sub-
space of ( i51
8 Si
z50, where the size of the Hamiltonian ma-
trix is now reduced to 70338’1/23106. The spin degen-
eracy of each individual state in this manifold is 2S11,
where S(S11) is the square of the total spin of the wave
function.
Initially we obtained the low-energy spectrum of eigen-
states for a cube of eight Ti ions by diagonalizing the 1/2
3106 dimensional matrix described above. Since the Hamil-
tonian matrix is very sparse, it is possible to obtain the ei-
genvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors in a small in-
terval of the spectrum starting from the lowest eigenvalue,
using a standard sparse matrix diagonalization routine. The
ground state is found to be threefold degenerate, with energy
26.2716e . By analyzing the wave functions we found that
the ground state had a total spin S50 and either Nx54, Ny
54, Nz50, or the two cyclic permutations of these quantum
numbers, where Na is the total number of a-flavor electrons.
The same energy spectrum and the corresponding wave
functions can also be found by diagonalizing much smaller
matrices if one works within a manifold defined by the con-
served numbers applied to each face of the cube ~see Fig. 3!.
We actually have 18 conserved quantum numbers and there
is an astonishing numerical simplification when maximal use
is made of these symmetries. For example, the ground state
found by dealing with the matrix of dimensionality 1/2
3106 could alternatively be found by diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian matrix within a manifold of just 16 states.
Given the fact that the ground state has S50 and Nx5Ny
54, one can easily conclude that this corresponds to having
Nx ,152 electrons in x orbitals in the first x plane and Nx ,2
52 electrons in x orbitals in the second x plane. For any
asymmetric choice, such as Nx ,151 and Nx ,253, for in-
stance, one would have an additional degeneracy associated
with interchanging Nx ,1 and Nx ,2 . Thus we were sure that
these states found numerically had to have the quantum num-
bers Nx ,15Nx ,25Ny ,15Ny ,252. In addition, the total spin of
the two x electrons in each x plane had to be zero in order to
be consistent with the lack of spin degeneracy. Thus it was
clear that the ground state had to consist of a sum of terms,
each term being a product of four spin singlets. We define
u~ i j !x&[221/2@cix↑† c jx↓† 2cix↓† c jx↑† #uvac&5u~ j i !x&, ~51!
with a similar definition of (i j)y , where uvac& is the vacuum
state. Then the ground state consists of a linear combination
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of terms, each term being a product of four dimer singlets
which we write as
u~ i j !x~kl !x~mn !y~op !y&, ~52!
where the sites i and j are in the first x plane, k and l are in
the second x plane, m and n are in the first y plane, and o and
p are in the second y plane. The dominant configurations in
the ground state are the dimer states with the lowest expec-
tation value of the Hamiltonian: namely, the states in panels
~b! and ~c! of Fig. 3. From one of these—say, the one shown
in panel ~c!—one can generate the manifold of states which
can be obtained by hopping along one or more of the
z-directed bonds, labeled a, b, c, and d in the figure. The
Hamiltonian matrix within this manifold of 16 states is given
explicitly in Table I.26 To construct this matrix we used the
fact that
^~ i j !auHKKu~ i j !a& ~53!
is 2e if sites i and j are NN’s along an axis which is not
inactive for a orbitals. Otherwise this matrix element is zero.
@For instance, diagonal dimers like the X and Y dimers in-
volved in the hopping shown in panel ~d! of Fig. 3 make zero
contribution to the diagonal matrix element. So configuration
~d! has a diagonal matrix element of 22e due to the NN X
and Y dimers.# Also the matrix element
^~ i j !x~mn !yuHu~m j !x~ in !y& ~54!
has the value 2e if the sites i and m which are involved in
the hopping are NN’s along the active ~z! direction and is
zero otherwise. It is amazing to us that the original Hamil-
tonian, which was obtained from a matrix of dimensionality
approximately 1/23106, could be reduced by symmetry con-
siderations to an eigenvalue problem of dimension 16. The
existence of these symmetries was numerically confirmed
when we found the same value for the ground-state energy
from the 16-dimensional matrix as from the full matrix. The
ground-state wave function, in terms of the states in the order
used for the matrix, is
~a ,b ,b ,b ,b ,g ,g ,d ,d ,g ,g ,b ,b ,b ,b ,a!, ~55!
where a50.409 15, b50.232 35, g50.217 58, and d
50.148 19, with an uncertainty in the last digit quoted.
VI. SYMMETRY, SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTION,
AND THE EXCITATION SPECTRUM
Here we consider the addition of a perturbation which
breaks the symmetry whereby each orbital flavor of spin can
independently be rotated at zero cost in energy. For concrete-
ness we consider the spin-orbit interaction. Possibly one’s
first intuition about the effect of the spin-orbit interaction
would be that it would cause the system to exhibit long-
range order ~this is correct! and that the elementary excita-
tion spectrum would have a gap, because the orbits would
define a set of favored directions. In a study of a similar
Hubbard model for the cuprates this second conclusion was
shown to be false.8 In fact, there it was shown that the addi-
tion of spin-orbit interactions to an isotropic Hubbard model
did not lead to a gap in the spin-wave spectrum, but that a
gap does result with the addition of both spin-orbit and Cou-
lomb exchange interactions ~these are sometimes called
Hund’s rule coupling!. Here we will establish the first part of
this scenario: namely, that adding only spin-orbit interactions
to the KK Hamiltonian or to the Hubbard model of Eq. ~1!
does not lead to a gap in the excitation spectrum.
Following Ref. 8 we now introduce a transformation to
pseudospin which yields a rotationally invariant Hamil-
tonian. We write27
FIG. 3. Spin and orbital configurations for a cube of eight sites.
The thick lines indicate singlet spin states ~dimers! and X and Y
indicate the orbital states of the electrons. ~a! Schematic illustration
of the quantum numbers associated with occupation of a orbitals in
an a plane. ~Similar spin quantum numbers are not shown.! ~b! and
~c! Dominant configurations in the ground-state wave function.
Hopping between x and y orbital states is only allowed along
z-direction bonds and these bonds are labeled in panel ~c!. ~d! A
subdominant configuration in the ground state which is obtained
from ~b! by allowing the interchange of two (X and Y ) electrons
along the z-axis bond labeled ‘‘d’’ while each electron retains its
membership in its original spin singlets ~even though the position of
the electron has changed!. If u0& denotes configuration ~c!, then
configuration ~b! is u0¯ &[abcdu0& and ~d! is du0& in the notation of
Table I. We also show ~e! and ~f! states with the same quantum
numbers but which are not coupled to the manifold of 16 states we
analyze. These two states are actually eigenstates of the Hamil-
tonian with energy 24e .
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cias5(
h
@sa#shdiah , ~56!
where diah
† creates an electron in orbital a of site i with
pseudospin h . Since pseudospin is not the most intuitive
concept, we will here give a discussion that avoids use of
this quantity. In terms of ‘‘real’’ spin we will show that the
Hamiltonian is invariant under the transformation
cias5(
t
Vst
(a)c˜ iat , ~57!
where
V(a)5saUsa , ~58!
with an arbitrary unitary matrix U.
We now consider the effect of this transformation on the
Hubbard model of Eq. ~1!. The Coulomb interaction and
single-site crystal-field energy are both clearly invariant un-
der this transformation, because they only depend on the
total number of electrons in each orbital, (scias
† cias , and
this quantity is not changed by this transformation. Since
hopping is diagonal in the orbital indices, the hopping term is
also invariant under this transformation. Finally, we study
how the additional spin-orbit interaction transforms. We
write this interaction as
VS-O5l(
i
(
abg
(
mn
^auLgub&@sg#mnciam
† cibn , ~59!
where ^auLgub& is the orbital angular momentum matrix el-
ement and is nonzero only when a , b , and g are all differ-
ent:
^auLbug&52ieabg . ~60!
Thus
VS-O5l(
i
(
abg
(
mn
(
rt
^auLgub&
3@sg#m ,n@Vmr
(a)#*c˜ iar
† Vnt
(b)c˜ ibt
[l(
i
(
abg
(
rt
^auLgub&Mrtc˜ iar
† c˜ ibt , ~61!
where
Mrt5(
mn
@sg#m ,n@V(a)#mr* Vnt
(b)5~@V(a)#†@sg#@V(b)# !rt
5@saU†sasgsbUsb#rt . ~62!
The orbital matrix element ^auLgub& guarantees that all
three of the indices a, b, and g are different. In that case we
set
sasgsb5ieagbI, ~63!
where I is the unit matrix and eabg is the antisymmetric
tensor. Thus
Mrt5ieagb@saU†Usb#rt5ieagb@sasb#rt
5eagb
2 @sg#rt . ~64!
Since this matrix has the same form as before the transfor-
mation, we have shown that the Hubbard Hamiltonian with
spin-orbit interactions is invariant against the transformation
by the unitary matrix of Eq. ~58!, where U is an arbitrary
unitary matrix. Thus the invariance with respect to arbitrary
rotation of pseudospin gives rise to an arbitrary transforma-
tion of real spin. This indicates that there is a continuously
TABLE I. Hamiltonian matrix for the ground manifold in units of e . The states are specified by hops
relative to the state u0& shown in Fig. 3~c!. ~So a indicates hopping along the z-directed bond labeled a and
similarly for b, c, and d.! We introduce the notation a¯ [abcda .
0 a b c d ab bc bd ac ad cd d¯ c¯ b¯ a¯ 0¯
0 24 21 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
a 21 22 0 0 0 21 0 0 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0
b 21 0 22 0 0 21 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c 21 0 0 22 0 0 21 0 21 0 21 0 0 0 0 0
d 21 0 0 0 22 0 0 21 0 21 21 0 0 0 0 0
ab 0 21 21 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 0 0 0
bc 0 0 21 21 0 0 22 0 0 0 0 21 0 0 21 0
bd 0 0 21 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 21 0
ac 0 21 0 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 21 0 0
ad 0 21 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 21 21 0 0
cd 0 0 0 21 21 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 21 21 0
d¯ 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 0 21 0 0 22 0 0 0 21
c¯ 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 21 0 21 0 0 22 0 0 21
b¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 0 0 22 0 21
a¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 0 0 21 0 0 0 22 21
0¯ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 21 21 21 24
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degenerate manifold for the ground state, and therefore we
do not expect a gap in the excitation spectrum. A rigorous
analysis of the structure of the Goldstone modes is more
complicated28 and may require a statement of whether or not
there is long-range order in the orbital sector, in order to say
whether these modes are propagating or diffusive. Intuitively
it seems likely that if there is long-range spin order, there
should be propagating spin-wave modes, at least one of
which by our argument will not have an energy gap at zero
wave vector.
One final point is worth noting. We have discussed that
we expect long-range antiferromagnetic spin ordering in the
presence of spin-orbit coupling. Once we have antiferromag-
netic spin order, the spin-orbit perturbation acts like a stag-
gered field on the orbital variable, thus inducing long-range
antiferromagnetic order in the orbital variable ^L&. This type
of orbital ordering is not the same as that in which the ther-
mal expectation value of the orbital occupation numbers,
^Na&, become unequal to one another.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed several unusual symme-
tries of the three-band t2g Hubbard model and the associated
low-energy KK Hamiltonian for threefold-degenerate orbit-
als in the ideal ABO3 cubic structure. As pointed out
previously,19 it is evident that the total number of electrons in
any of the three orbital states is a good quantum number. In
addition,16 the number of electrons in any arbitrarily chosen
plane perpendicular to the a axis which are in a orbitals is
also a good quantum number. We showed that the Hamil-
tonian is invariant with respect to independently rotating the
spins of any single orbital state a for all spins in an arbi-
trarily chosen plane perpendicular to the a axis ~which is the
inactive axis for such orbital spins!. These symmetries lead
to a dramatic simplification in numerical diagonalizations, as
we illustrated by discussing exact diagonalizations for a cube
of eight sites. Furthermore, using these symmetries we de-
veloped a rigorous Mermin-Wagner construction, which
shows that the Hubbard model ~and perforce the KK Hamil-
tonian derived from it! does not support spontaneous long-
range spin order at any nonzero temperature. These unusual
symmetries are destroyed by almost any realistic perturba-
tion. In the presence of spin-orbit coupling, for instance, we
show that a special invariance with respect to the rotation of
pseudospin remains unbroken and due to this continuous
symmetry we expect the excitation spectrum to have at least
one gapless Goldstone mode. In analogy with the situation in
the cuprates,8,17 the gap one might have expected in the pres-
ence of spin-orbit interactions will only develop in the pres-
ence of both spin-orbit and Coulomb exchange
interactions.29
Of course, in real systems, such as LaTiO3, long-range
spin order and a gap in the elementary excitation spectrum
are observed.11 However, any credible expression for Tc , for
instance, must involve a perturbation beyond the isotropic
‘‘bare’’ KK model, because, as we have shown, this model
does not support long-range spin order. Elsewhere29 we dis-
cuss the type of long-range order which mean-field theory
predicts when various perturbations such as ~a! spin-orbit
interactions, ~b! NNN hopping, and ~c! Hund’s rule coupling
are added to the KK Hamiltonian. In addition, an important
factor to consider is the distortion and/or rotation of the oxy-
gen octahedra surrounding each Ti ion. Similarly, to be cred-
ible any theoretical expression for the gap in the excitation
spectrum must involve perturbations beyond spin-orbit inter-
actions, because we have shown that with only spin-orbit
interactions added to the ‘‘bare’’ KK Hamiltonian, the exci-
tation spectrum is gapless. Finally, we note that it would be
very interesting to study an experimental system with as
small as possible deviations from the ‘‘bare’’ KK model.
Such a system would show quite exotic properties ~such as
peculiar two-dimensional correlations of spins associated
with different orbital flavors!.
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